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Kill A Rival Or \
Keep It Alive1
Prem Raghuvanshi's eyes are fixed on
Rago's hot brand, Soz. But should he
buy it at all? Or should Raghuvanshi
simply live and let live?

REM Raghuvanshi felt drained.
ight months ago, when he
tarted negotiating with Rago

Foods to buy Soz, its ready-to-
cook brand, Rago was excited,
even enthusiastic about selling
Soz to Bluehill Foods Inc. But

now, the negotiations dragged on and on,
leaving Prem completely disillusioned.

Prem and Rago's directors were happy
until a few weeks ago. For, Soz's distribution
network and plant facilities in Haryana
would cut short its market entry stages, be-
sides giving it a readymade marketshare. Then
Rago doubled the price. Prem was weary with
the two warring factions at Rago - one wanted
to keep Soz, the other desired a handsome price
and wanted to plough the money into Rage's
booming dairy products business and had com-
menced fresh talks with another prospective buyer.
Naturally, Prem was anxious.

A tired and hopeless Prem sought the counsel of Atul
Datta, friend and research professor at a leading manage-
ment institute. Atul's advice: Bluehill should avoid the takeover
route. "Indian corporate history is replete with takeover tragedies,
whether they were intended to nurture the brand or kill it. In any
case, killing competition is not good for business," he said.

That came as a surprise to Premo "Youwill end up expending a
lot more energy managing a newer set of variables, which very of-
ten can take away more than they can contribute," said Atul.
"Look at what the purchase ofThums Up and Limca did for Coke.

This case study was first published in BW,
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Coke, too, bought Thums Up for a ready-
made distribution network, and a sitting
marketshare of 55%. And like you, it planned
to slowly withdraw Thums Up and replace it
with Coke. But every time they tried killing
Thums Up, Pepsi took away the market. It
didn't go to Coke. So, Coke had to allow
Thums Up to survive. Can you imagine the
kind of energy that was wasted fighting the

wrong battle? Having bought Thums Up,
it was faced with competition in

their own drawing room. Do
you want that?"

"Buying out compe-
tition to kill it, is mar-

keting machismo,"
said Atul. "You

should re-
think the

idea.
Brand supremacy is to be

proven in the market
place, not in the
morgue." But the fact
was Soz was ready to
sell and this was
Prem's point. "Forget
for a moment the
intention behind
my purchasing
Soz," he said.
"Rago wants to
sell Soz, it's not a
covert takeover!
Neither was there
pressure from
Pepsi or Coke on
Parle to sell," said
Atul softly. "Parle
felt that with both
Pepsi and Coke in,
it had no chance of

saving Thums Up.
That in the ensuing

battle between the
two giants, and given

the kind of money the
two would unleash,

Thums Up would die like a
poor man. So it is said, Parle

offered Thums Up and Limca
to Coke. It wasn't selling so that

Coke should find the going easy in
a new market! It was selling because

it made sound business sense for
Ramesh Chauhan to sell Thums Up. But

did it make sound business sense for Coke to
buy? That's my point!"
"Likewise," asked Atul, "does it make sound busi-

ness sense for you to buy Soz? It certainly makes a lot of
sense for Rago to sell, after al,l you are a multinational, deep

pockets, panic in your heart, great hurry for distribution clout,

and Rago feels that Soz is a lost cause once
you make an entry. After all, you have your
own brand Tom Yum in that category. So,
Rago will sell Soz. But what about you? Taking
over competition may have its upside, but it
will create a lot of stress for you.

BESIDES, Atul did not think Bluehill
needed to adopt this route. "You have
chosen this route, because it is much
easier and a short-cut to market su-
premacy in an evolving economy like

India," he said. "And you can afford to do that
because you have the power of money. If you
want Tom Yum to gain, you need more than
money power. Youneed energy. And that goes
for any marketing situation. For example, you
can have one stupid ad running 100 times on
the World Cup or you can have a brilliant ad
running 10 times. Both ads cost the same, but

one of those ads is going to return vastly on the investment, the
other could even take away from your investment," said AtuI.

Continuing his analysis of whether money energises market-
ing' Atul said: "Mere aggression is not indicative of energy. My
favourite example has always been the Polo-Minto ad exchange.
Nestle said, 'The mint with the hole' a hundred times, Minto came
in unobtrusively and whispered, 'AIlmint, no hole'. That one ad
was so effective, so packed with punch, it took the wind out of
Polo. It is a different thing that Nestle countered it later, and ag-
gressively too, but the point is, the delayed aggression was thanks
to money power. If it had been energised aggression, the original
situation wouldn't have gone on for so long. Very simply, money
power doesn't always equal energy. "

"It's like this Prem,' continued Atul. "If you have less money,
then a lot of thinking will go behind every ad spend because you
know you have only one arrow and it must hit when it is launched.
But if you have many arrows, then you will keep launching until
one hits. That's the fundamental difference. And then you also
have it drilled into your head, 'Let's think long-term'. But didn't
Marico, too, think the haul is long when it bought SmWhen pock-
ets are shallow, you say, the haul ends tomorrow, I must achieve
my target sales now. It's not that the richer brands are laid back,
but they have the wherewithal to try and err, and the errors don't
show since there is already so much fanfare surrounding their
brand. But what happens is the deep pockets also tend to dissi-
pate creativity; they lend a certain lethargy to aggression."

Atul pointed to a yellowing letter pasted on his pin board. It
was from his daughter's school principal. "...ifyou give a child too
many comforts, he does not learn how to struggle, to persevere, to
create, to innovate ..."

"See that?" said Atul. "Asimple 'ism' in child rearing. Father
Bonaventure sent that to me when my daughter produced a his-
tory project out of Encarta, with colour printouts of the lama
Masjid. I thought it was a terrific effort, but Father wished she had
visited the Masjid and researched first hand. There is a message
for you and Bluehill there," he said with a smile. "Buying out Soz is
a short-cut, but it's tantamount to destroying competition which
is a destructive strategy," he said.

AtuI now stated another theory of acquisitions: destroying com-
petition stunts the market. "TakeWalls,"he said. "Itbought out com-
petition - Dollops, Milk Food, Kwality,and but for parts of Kwality,
the others were killed. The decision to kill Dollops was a horrific
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idea. Dollops was parlour business whereas worldwide Walls is a re-
tail brand. Within six months, all the Dollops parlours were closed.
So, where is the parlour habit today? Where are those wonderful
flavours like litchee and melon and carrot cabaret? That is stunting
the market.

"Five years ago if you switched on the television, you usually
saw an ice-cream ad. All these small brands were growing, the
market was growing too, albeit slowly. Today, you see only
soft drink ads. The ice-cream habit never picked up as it should
have, instead consumers found a new recreation habit - colas
and pizzas.

"Question is, why did Walls take over competition? The mar-
ket itself could have grown had there been some competition.
But there was no competition left. If there had been competition
in the industry, the synergies that your company gains from an
acquisition naturally benefits the whole industry."

"These are highly debatable issues," cautions Prem, "besides
which all these brands which you talk of as being bought out, had
declared they were unfit to continue in business."

R
ELATIVELYspeaking. Relative to competition, mind you.
IfWalls hadn't come in, Dollops would have gone on, long
enough to prove its viability. Milkfood would have gone on
too. So, who decided these brands were unfit and under
what provocation?" asks Atul. "The provocation was a

mythical, imported management principle, which said: 'Core
competency is what works. If you are selling chocolates, don't
mess with ice-creams'. The core competency principle has been
highly exaggerated to the point of abuse. But they averred, if you
stray from your knitting, you will be unprofitable. So, everyone ex-
amined their knitting and started selling.

"Thankfully, not everyone panicked. They decided to trust
their marketing energies. Today, seven years down the line, we can
see the kind of initiatives they made. Companies like Dabur and
Britannia responded to competition." Thus came Atul's next the-
ory: 'Competition causes performance'.

"What happens when you allow competition to survive?" he
asked. "It decreases prices, improves the total market perform-
ance, makes the consumer more demanding, which, in itself, trig-
gers innovation, creativity and quality. How did Dabur go through
an overhaul? Competition. How did Britannia step up its market
presence and categories? Competition. Competition makes it im-
perative for every player to revamp his approach and change. Why
is Surf continuously adding value? Because if it didn't, then some-
one else is going to offer that value addition and take away its con-
sumer set. Competition is what allows for product improvement.

"Therefore, competition also improves performance," said

Atul. What is happening in the airline industry today? Once Sa-
hara came in, Jet Airways reduced prices and so did Indian Air-
lines. The consumer electronics industry is a great example of
how competition is offering the consumer value for money. No
doubt the system will shed the unviable players, but Thums Up
was not unviable, Dollops and Milkfood simply did not have the
money to conquer the market in one go. But as brands, they were
terrific. If Walls or a Pepsi or a Coke could not return profits in
seven years, how could a Dollops have been expected to return
profits in two years?

We are very forgiving of a foreign brand, Prem, but we do come
down heavily on an Indian brand. And that is because as a people,
as investors, as business managers, we have not evolved. We lack
patience and awareness. Liberalisation requires patience, not
predators." Atul was confident that if Bluehill steered clear of its
current strategy to buyout Soz, it would end up with a better per-
formance. "If it wasn't for Nirma, Lever's detergent business
would have been a different story," he said. "Surf would-have still
been the leader, just as Coke will be in 10 years, but it would have
been a long and boring story of we tried, tried and tried. Not, we
thought, thought and thought, which is what led to Wheel, and
the Rin variants and Ariel and its variants. Simply, competition
advances performance."

Prem felt recharged by Atul's outbursts. He asked: "What
would have happened if Coke hadn't bought Thums Up, that is, if
Parle hadn't sold out?" Prem was really thinking about what Blue-
hill's fate would be without Soz.

"I wonder myself," said Atul. "Atleast one thing is clear, Coke
would have been in a better position. Can't you see? Today it has
a 56% marketshare, but how much of that is pure Coke? If it had-
n't bought Thums Up and Limca, chances are its current 56%
markets hare would have been smaller, but it would be entirely
made of the Coca-Cola brands. And it wouldn't be spending so
much money fighting Thums Up. Its market warfare would have
been more focussed."

Atul was emphatic Prem should not succumb to the pressure
to buy his arch competitor, Soz. "Buying competition does not
guarantee success, my friend," he said. "Because a lot of Coke's
energies went into killing a brand and not so much in developing
Coke, their energies got split. That I think made a lot of difference
to what Coke did.

"Yet look at what competition did for Pepsi," he said. "It's ri-
val was just one, Coke. Not Thums Up and Limca. If Pepsi was
lacklustre those initial years after its Indian entry, I think it was
because Coke had not arrived. Life at Pepsi is about challenging
Coke. When it came to India, that challenge was not there. Those
early years were very pessimistic. It got weighed down by issues

like the government, export obligations, bottlers, joint
venture relationships ... which were not doled out

only to Pepsi. Most new entrants faced con-
straints of one kind or the other. All that fell

into place the moment Coke came in. Just
like that! How come? Some call it coinci-
dence, I call it a burst of energy. The energy
came with the entry of Coke. Suddenly,
there was a reason. They got energised
with the news of Coke's entry. Suddenly, all
other problems seemed small. Simply,

competition caused performance.
Pepsi, too, had the option of buying out

Thums Up. It didn't. Never mind the reasons.
Simply examine the different turn of events for Go-
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liath A who bought out competition and Goliath B
who did not buyout competition and look at
their marketshare composition. There is some
food for thought there for you," said Atul.
''And mind you," he continued, "it was com-
petition that grew the soft drinks market.
Competition increases consumption. If the
cola market is growing, it's because of the
continuous distraction and entertainment
provided by the cola wars. What Sachin did,
what Aamir did, what Pepsi said, what Coke
said ... it goes on. But in ice-creams there is no
war. So consumption is not fun. Walls has no one
to fight. The ice-cream message is coming from a
single voice, Walls. Excitement is when five people
scream ice-cream. There is no fun in the category." And thus
came Atul's next theory: competition is good for business and
market growth.

"You need somebody to fight," he said, "That's what keeps
your adrenaline charged and active. Take Cadbury. It did not grow
the market aggressively until Kit Kat came. As a monopoly, it had
no competition and the market did not grow. Prices were going
up. The chocolate industry was Cadbury, so it never examined the
opportunities. It said: 'Cocoa is expensive. Excise is high. Sales tax
is high. Indians don't eat chocolates - it is a Western concept. In-
dians eat mithai. They don't eat chocolates in the rural areas. Only
children eat chocolates ...' It defined the market with its con-
straints. So whenever there was a problem, it increased the price.
You didn't have a choice, you either ate chocolates or you didn't.
Bydefault, the Indian consumer chose mithai.

When Nestle entered chocolates, Cadbury didn't suffer, be-
cause Nestle's entry lacked aggression. Just see the competitive re-
sponses of both players. Nestle resorted to being a me-too. If you
have a Dairy Milk, I have Nestle Milk, you have a Five Star, I have a
Bar One, till they came and said I have a Kit Kat. That was when
the horse power at Cadbury shot up. Its sleeping giant Cadbury
Dairy Milk, woke up.

Kit Kat turned out to be a huge success. Coincidentally, Cad-
bury launched Perk at the same time, which was similar to Kit Kat
in form. Now look at what competition did. The whole chocolate
biscuit category grew wide and huge. It became so huge, that it
became bigger than even Cadbury Dairy Milk, the biggest cate-
gory until then. Suddenly, grown ups were eating chocolates, rural
areas became opportunities for growth, and no one wondered if
Indians preferred mithai! That's how competition grew the mar-
ket phenomenally. Now compare this with what Walls and Coke
did with competition. See?" said Atul.

"So," went on Atul, "don't try to kill competition. If you have
the money to buy a company, use it to set up your own plant and
distribution, just like Pepsi did. And innovate and energise your
aggression. Let competition live, they will give you a reason to
reach out for the best in you. Don't look at what Surf did after Ariel
came. Look at what Surf did before Ariel and Nirma. Look at what
Cadbury did before Kit Kat. And also look at what the ice-cream
industry was and what it is today after the demise of competition.
They are studies in the power of competitive forces.

BUYING marketshare was easy, felt Atul. It does give ready-
made markets. But there is no study to show that this
strategy works or does not, he said. And what about the
cost of buying out competition? "The point is, did the ac- .
quisition money pay itself back?" he asked Premo"Did you

fix a payback period? Did the returns come from Thums Up or
from Coke? Real payback is if it came from Coke. For the Coca-
Cola Company, revenue from Thums Up is not real earnings or
growth - revenue from Coke is.

"Only then can it be said that buying competition worked for
your brand," said Atul. "The other yardstick would be, how much
did you contribute to market growth? If it was x%, then how much
came from Thums Up and how much from Coke."

Prem was confounded. Did Atul's theories stand on strong
ground, he wondered. No, he was not rethinking his buyout of
Raga, but about letting Soz live.

"Most learning is in hindsight," said Atul. "Nobody knows at
the time what the future holds. These acts are done assuming that
events a, band c will occur. Until these results unfold, it remains
just an action. It's only five years since competition died ill soft
drinks and ice-creams. But killing competition was not good bu-.
ness for the total industry," ended Atul. •
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ANALYSIS I: KIRAN KHALAP

Walking The Razor's Edge
Kiran Khalap is the co-founder of chlorophyll brand and communications agency, India's first hybrid commu-
nications group.

BLUEHILL and Rago Foods bring
alive the pithy wisdom of the phrase
"co-existence or no existence". In
the absence of figures, costs and
overall quantitative data, we are re-

stricted to doing a qualitative analysis of the
hypotheses that Atul Datta presents.

Whether it is due to the physical ex-
haustion that follows too much squash or
the mental fatigue of a protracted takeover
battle, poor Prem appears defenceless
against this onslaught. Some are truisms
that the bravest marketer in the subconti-
nent would be loathe to challenge, some
are so fuzzy a sophist could quote corporate
history to support either interpretation.

Let's deal with them, one by one, and
see where it leaves Premo
Hypothesis One: In an elJOlvingmarket like
India, it is easier to gain market supremacy
by using your cash to support your own
brand than buying out rivals.

True. In a market where penetration fig-
ures in most categories are single-digit, the
prime task of a marketer is conversion, at-
tracting category non-users. In foods, the
penetration figure for branded atta is about
4%,branded salt 15%.And despite the com-
bined efforts of Pepsi and Coke, the penetra-
tion of soft drinks in India is around 14%,
rising to a high of 40% in the higher socio-
economic class segments. That means even
at the upper end of the market, you have
more non-category users than other brand
users. Which is perhaps why Coke (cor-
rectly!)acknowledges its competition as wa-
ter, nimbu pani, naariyal paani, not Pepsi.

In Prem's category of ready-to-cook
foods, the penetration would be pathetic
enough not to show on the radar, which val-
idates Atul's hypothesis. Unless, of course,
like the oft-quoted Coca-Cola Company,
you have enough cash to do both: support
your own brand and buy competing brands!

As far as Prem Raghuvanshi is con-

cern ed, Soz alive is better than Soz dead,
whether he buys it out from rago or not

This means, if Prem can afford to buy
Soz, he must. And just as Coca-Cola paid
Ramesh Chauhan $20 million more for the
bottling plants, he should do that too.
Hypothesis Two: Competition is good for
market growth.

Atul's second truism. Of course, the flip
side of the competition coin is choice. The
wider the range of choices for the consumer
whether in kind or cost, the higher the like-
lihood of his entering a category, though, in
India, it is the price that is the key to large
volumes. The moment Cadbury launches
Dairy Milk cubes for Rs 2 each, as it de-
clared recently, a vast number of con-
sumers will finally be able to afford to lay
their hands on a chip of an old dream: en-
joying a vilayati sweet.

Nirma was good for the laundry market.
At Rs 7 a kilo on its launch date, it cost one-

combat, in different segments. So, as far as
Prem is concerned, Soz alive is better than
Soz dead, whether he buys it out from
Rago or not.
Hypothesis Three: Necessity is the mother
of creativity.

When Atul mentions that money blunts
marketing aggression, he's opening up a de-
bate that sophists would love. Supporters of
size and economies of scale would argue
that's the only way to succeed.

When the Chinese juggernaut invades
India with colour televisions at Rs 6;000
apiece, churned out by manufacturing
units with capacities equal to the entire TV
industry in India, what creativity can you
invoke to do battle?

Supporters of skill and precision would
cite Biotique, a brand that has carved a size-
able niche in personal care, without spend-
ing a rupee on advertising, the chief
weapon of the multinational and the local

third the market leader's product and con-
verted soap users, fuelling the growth of de-
tergent powders. It was also good for
Hindustan Lever, which responded by
changing its paradigm, and launched Wheel,
which, in turn, converted more soap users.

Of course, the battle for marketshare is
easier to win when you as a corporate own
more than one brand in a category. Then
you can assign roles, comparative,
monadic, competitive, whatever. After all,
Coca-Cola owns four of the Top 5 soft
drinks in the world. It bloods its brands
when required, to engage in man-to-man
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biggies. Remember, personal care is one of
the 10biggest ad spending categories.

How should Prem walk this razor's
edge? Does he have a choice? Ifhe buys Soz,
yes. He can juggle between his own Bluehill
brands and Soz, hopefully at different price
points. IfRago doesn't sell Soz to Prem, he is
in a worse soup. He is committed to a cate-
gory that is alien to Indian culinary prac-
tices. Even though 73% of families are now
nuclear, and there are more double- income
households, the percentage of housewives
who would give up the satisfaction of cook-
ing a meal for the family is low. Prem is yet
to set up his distribution network. And in a
low interest, low involvement category like
ready-to-cook foods, his brand name Tom
Yum would carry no resonance, unlike
global brands like Nike or Coke. Prem's best
chance is in pursuing Rago to part with
Soz... and letting it thrive alongside his own.
Remember, coexistence or no existence. •



ANALYSIS II: G. BALAJI

Don't Buy Blindly
G. Balaji is a principal consultant with Satyam Computer Services, where he looks after initiatives in imple-
menting learning technologies.

A
CQUIRING incumbent firms is a
valid entry strategy. The process of
acquiring a company, hostile or
friendly, involves a bargaining
phase where both players seek to

maximise payoffs. In that sense, Rage's re-
vision of the bid value seems to be a ra-
tional tactic. It would also not be surpris-
ing if it introduced another prospective
buyer to increase bargaining strength,
since at this point oftime, Bluehill has not
started talks with alternative incumbents
to strengthen its bargaining position.

Although Prems poser seemed to be on
the bargaining process, Atul raises other
issues. His discourse delves deep into fun-
damental aspects of conventional man-
agement wisdom. From public policy
analysis, to agency problems in manage-
ment of multinationals, to entry strategies,
Atul convincingly argues for axiomatic
changes in attitudes and actions.

Atul's theses that "competition causes
performance" and "destroying competi-
tion stunts markets" are fairly well-devel-
oped propositions in public policy analy-
sis that economists and policy' makers are
sensitive to. The purchase ofThums Up by
Coca-Cola brought this issue into focus.
Observers point out the inadequacy of
anti-trust laws in India. Whether Thums
Up-Coke is comparable with Rago- Blue-
hill needs to be analysed. Prem's dilemma
about whether to let Soz live or not clearly
indicates that Atul's advice is being seri-
ously considered. And this is encouraging.

Reduced incentives to innovate are
detrimental to market growth and compe-
tence development within the company

While the erstwhile Monopolies and
Restrictive Trade Practices Act was diluted
earlier this decade, legislation that re-
places it is yet to be passed. One cannot
disagree with Atul when he cites examples
like airlines, ice-cream, etc., to substanti-
ate his theses. But where Atul departs from
conventional thought is in the application
of these concepts to strategic manage-
ment and entry strategies.
. This is his argument: for firms plan-
ning to enter a market, takeovers have to
be evaluated not only from the benefits
obtained from readymade production fa-
cilities and a well-oiled supply chain, but
also the long-term costs arising out of a
relatively 'easy' entry into the market that
the entering firm may need to pay.

These costs could include the sub-op-
timalities arising out of a potential reduc-
tion in rivalry. These sub-optimalities arise
out of the fewer incentives to innovate.

quire further examination.
Businessmen are usually sensitive to

these points while planning strategies. But
Atul's plea is directed at CEOs of MNCs
who, with deep pockets and an urge to
show results, tend to look at the 'buy' op-
tion as an expedient solution, ignoring
these'negative externalities. This is the
most important message in his discourse.

The balanced scorecard used to define
a CEO's performance in MNC subsidiaries
in less-developed markets may have to be
incorporated. The absence of adequate le-
gal mechanisms in India to block social
welfare reducing takeovers puts an extra
burden on the MNCs to ensure that CEOs
are sensitive to these negative impacts.
This is important to them not only from a
strategic management viewpoint, but also
to the extent to which an MNC is perceived
to exhibit 'good' behaviour worthy of a
corporate citizen of the country. The expe-

This, in the long run, is detrimental to
market growth and competence develop-
ment. The negative externalities that arise
from an aggressive and, perhaps, insensi-
tive entrant, Atul's hypotheses is greater
than the operational and strategic benefits
he would acquire. This proposition, from a
theoretical viewpoint, would definitely re-

riences recounted by Atul definitely estab-
lish the prima facie for this prescription.

Whether Thums Up-Coke is compara-
ble with Rago-Bluehill needs to be
analysed. Prem's dilemma about whether
to let Soz live or not clearly indicates that
Atul's advice is being seriously considered.
And this is, indeed, encouraging. •


